
Final Lesson | LEADER GUIDE
This week is the final week of lessons for this term before Small Group summer rhythm begins.
What does Small Group Summer Rhythm look like?
In the summer, rather than meeting weekly to discuss the weekend teaching, Small Groups meet
more periodically to engage in either social or serve outreaches: planning backyard BBQs, meeting
up at the local park, serving together at a campus serve event, grabbing dinner in smaller pairs, ect.
Small Groups don’t stop meeting- it just looks different.

What are in2it groups?
in2it groups are groups of people doing something they enjoy doing, together! They create spaces
for us and others to invite both Christians and non-Christians to be together doing things we enjoy
with the hope that through fun, next steps with God will happen.
Your Small Group could choose to host an in2it group together- or have several members of your
Small Group host different events. in2it groups can be one time or recurring events throughout the
summer. in2it groups will begin the first week in June and run through August.
Learn more & register an in2it group at: 242community.com/in2it

Extra Information: Collecting Small Group Photos
We’d love your help in collecting photos from our 2|42 Small Groups
this year! Please upload photos of your Small Group through this QR
code or to this website: https://two42.co/sgphoto

Types of photos:
- Eating dinner/snacks
- Serving Outreach events
- Discussing the lesson
- Kids playing together
- Big group photos

Ice Breaker/Weekly Check-In
Keep it light! Funny memories and/or wins.

Scripture and Discussion Questions:
The first set of scripture is meant to show how we as a group have come together and grown
through faith. While you may have newer people in the group that havent been around as long, or
even people visiting for the first time tonight, try to keep that in perspective when leading through
the questions. How do they feel? How can we do things differently over the coming months to get
the new people more included?

The second set is to hopefully set up a discussion of summer plans. How can you stay together
though in2it groups, serving, socials, etc. As for how you can encourage and bless one another, this
all goes back to staying connected and not losing touch. All things that can be achieved by getting
out and doing something together by giving back.

Small Group Interactive:
We want people to think outside the box when it comes to in2it groups.  Many people might not
know what they are or if they are able to start one. The purpose of this interactive activity is to get
your group brainstorming about ways they can either launch a group or participate in one.
Next Steps
Since this is the last time you will be formally meeting with your group, you want to make sure that
everyone knows the plan for the summer. Share the in2it group link to your group so they can sign
up for a group or sign up for information on leading a group.

http://242community.com/in2it
https://two42.co/sgphoto
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Ice Breaker Question: Weekly Check In Question:

What is the funniest memory you have
from this winter SG term?

How has your daily walk with God been going?
What has been opened up for you?

What do you remember most, or what stuck with you from the weekend’s teaching?

Scripture and Discussion Questions:

Read 1 Peter 2|9-10
1. How does this passage speak to you in terms of your experience this past term? What

comes to mind when you think of ways we have grown together?
2. What can we learn from the trials we have experienced either personally or as a group?

How can we lift each other up and continue to do so?

Read Hebrews 10|24-25
3. How can we keep the momentum we have in the group going over the summer?
4. What is an encouraging thing we can do for one another and for the new person who has

yet to come to our group?

Small Group Interactive

We all have interests and hobbies that we would love to share with others. The summer is a
great time to not only engage in our hobbies but also to invite others to join us. A great way to
do that is in2it groups!  Over the next few minutes, let's talk about how we can be involved.

● Is there an in2it group we could form together?
● What's an interest I have that could be an in2it group?
● Who is someone I can invite into community by inviting them to an in2it group?

Next Steps

As we close out this term of small groups, we should continue the practice of an “open chair.”
This week, ask God if there is an in2it group that you could launch. Who is someone you can invite
to an in2it group this summer?


